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Fallout English project

In west Halifaxia born and raised, on the Noun is where i spend most of my days, out kicking and

blocking feeling all cool under some shoulder pads is what i'll be in until some fool Adjective his arm

now the left Noun is where he'll be found. was getting mentally bullied and had to transfer wastelands

there he sat in the ground all day staring and wasting Pronoun sad life away. Made a choice to start

walking through the fallout going down the dusty street past the radiated trees. I was looking for loot near old

busted houses that collapsed in the explosion. I found a Part of Body of a cat in a toilet first time I ever

saw that my biggest prize I found was a whole bottle of Coca Cola which I'm saving to hopefully get it cold. I

also found some flex tape and Article scrap of metal I can use to put on my boat. I finish my trek back

to my boat to which has become my new home. I could live in the Noun next to it but

interjection to noticeable so in the boat I stay, the food is always low and water isn't too bad once I

Verb Base Form it. I'm still looking for a working rifle for 3 boxes of .38 caliber bullets that aren't

completely rusted over, with hollow point tips, but I will settle for brass and led tips. What's that? I feel like

someone is watching Pronoun . "I come in peace!!!!" who are you I ask. I am Bryce (shows Spock

symbol) instantly became best friends. We now need to obtain double the food but it's nice to have someone

watching our backs. On a run into town, we Verb Base Form into a girl we never have seen before we grab

our guns. Before I can act Bryce pulled the trigger without hesitation and Adjective her. We stealthily

and slowly come closer to Pronoun carcass to find a tag on her chest I pull it closer to see what it reads it

says Mrs, Animal  "click" a grenade was attached to the tag, we quickly turn and almost clear the blast

but



boom!!! the grenade blast Adjective Ends in EST both me and Bryce. The end of time.
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